National Curriculum Objective:

Mathematics Year 1: (1C4) Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as $7 = -9$.

Differentiation:

**Developing** Solve subtraction problems with numbers less than 15 using images.

**Secure** Solve subtraction problems with numbers less than 25 using number lines.

**Mastery** Solve one and two step subtraction problems with numbers less than 50 using number lines.

More **Reasoning and Problem Solving** Resources.

Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website.

classroomsecrets.com
1. Fiona has 11 apples. She gives 4 apples to Jas. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

2. Jeremy has 14 apples. He gives 5 apples to Milo. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

3. Aaron has 12 apples. He gives 3 apples to Smita. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

4. Ashley has 13 apples. She gives 4 apples to Michel. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.
5. Philip has 17 apples. He gives 8 apples to Sue. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

6. Habib has 14 apples. He gives 8 apples to Evie. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

7. Cara has 16 apples. She gives 9 apples to Alice. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

8. Zaim has 22 apples. He gives 8 apples to Hugo. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.
9. Juanita has 31 apples. She gives 8 apples to Sinead. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

10. Harvey has 44 apples. He gives 9 apples to Ben. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

11. Zach has 14 apples. He gives 8 apples to Alice and 3 apples to Asim. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.

12. Simone has 22 apples. She gives 8 apples to Hugo and 5 apples to Martha. Who has the most apples now? Explain how you know.
Developing
1. Fiona because she has 7 and Jas has 4. $11 - 7 = 4$.
2. Jeremy because he has 9 and Milo has 5. $14 - 5 = 9$.
3. Aaron because he has 9 and Smita has 3. $12 - 3 = 9$.
4. Ashley because she has 9 and Michel has 4. $13 - 4 = 9$.

Secure
5. Philip because he has 9 and Sue has 8. $17 - 8 = 9$.
6. Evie because she has 8 and Habib is left with 6. $14 - 8 = 6$.
7. Alice because she has 9 and Cara is left with 7. $16 - 9 = 7$.
8. Zaim because he has 14 and Hugo has 8. $22 - 8 = 14$.

Mastery
9. Juanita because she has 23 and Sinead has 8. $31 - 8 = 23$.
10. Harvey because he has 35 and Ben has 9. $44 - 9 = 35$.
11. Alice because she has 8, Asim has 3 and Zach is left with 3. $14 - 8 - 3 = 3$.
12. Simone because she has 9, Hugo has 8 and Martha has 5. $22 - 8 - 5 = 9$. 